Wholesale Signs, Kits, Faces
and Sign Components
Complete Assembled Signs

Flexible Faces

ABC Sign Products builds complete, high quality, extruded
aluminum, U.L. approved signs. They are engineered and
guaranteed for any wind load, size, shape, and type of face,
and are available strictly wholesale to sign companies only.

Flexible faces offer many advantages over rigid faces.
They’re vandal resistant, have accurate color rendition, and
are guaranteed against blow-out or wind damage when used
with ABC’s extruded aluminum frame systems.

ABC Extrusion Frame Kits

ABC is one of the most experienced and reliable sources for
wholesale flexible faces. We produce any size sign face,
decorated by your choice of pressure-sensitive
vinyl or eradication. Choose from Cooley fabrics
or 3M Panaflex® 945 faces. These faces are
excellent for signs, awnings and fascia bands.
They remain bright and clean after years of
tough weather and environmental exposure.

Choose from over 25 different engineered frame
systems for your next project. Choose between
welded or bolt-together frame assembly. We
provide all the internal hardware, pre-cut and
fitted for the complete sign frame, making your
assembly even faster.

Radius Corner Sign Frames

Flexible Face Retrofit Systems

When you need radius corners, nobody beats
our prices! Our radius corners are precision
fabricated aluminum, not castings. They fit
precisely and assemble easily with a wide
variety of frame depths and radii.

In 1978, we developed the very first
hardware and tensioning system for
retrofitting flexible faces to existing rigid
face signs. Today we provide four retrofit
frame assemblies, with a variety of trims.

Architectural Monument Signs

Precision Cut Letters &
Faces

ABC Sign Products’ Edge Frames provide
a clever new way to build aluminum
monument signs. Choose unique and
interesting edges, such as beveled, radius,
square or inset reveal. They add detail
that is impossible to do any other way.
And the cabinets can be any depth.

Regional Shipping
Locations to
Save You Money

We specialize in precise push-through
faces using any material, thickness or
decoration. Our experience enables us
to offer the most precise graphics at the
lowest prices in the industry.

®

(800) 248-9889
www.abcsignproducts.com

VALUE . EXPERT GUIDANCE . DEPENDABILITY
QUALITY . PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
Why ABC over other Wholesalers?
ABC’s people are experts in every facet of the sign business
and can help save you time and money.
We are dedicated to serving you with the best in technical
advice, design, sales, service, and fabrication support - all
available to your staff, free for the asking.
We design and build systems for special projects such as
airports, rapid transit systems, corporate signage systems,
post and panel signage, monolithic structures, kiosks…
all exclusively wholesale to the industry.
Our company has been active in advancing technology and
education within the sign industry for two generations, and
has literally changed the way signs are built in America.
ABC wants to prove we deserve your business by providing
good value and quality products, delivered on time.

Where do we ship from?
We have two shipping location to provide you with lower
shipping costs. Our two full-service manufacturing
locations are in Colorado and Florida.

What do we provide?
Assembled Signs
Any size or shape
With our without faces
Flexible or rigid Faces
Decorated or undecorated
Sign Frames
With or without electrical components
Painted, anodized, or unpainted
Knock Down Kits
Mitred
Punched or unpunched wireway
Express Service available
Decorated Faces
Rigid or flexible
Pressure sensitive or eradicated
Digital decoration available
CNC Routed Faces
Aluminum, acrylic, polycarbonate
Push-through (inlay) with
2D and 3D routing services
Many thicknesses and material options

How To Order?
ABC’s people are experts in helping you put together your
sign order and to help save you time and money. We are
ready to take your call, fax or email.
Have your design ready and we
can quickly quote your next project.
Or call and we can help you
properly plan the best way to
build that tough project.
Just call the number below and
we’ll be there to help you!

ABC is a proud member and supporter of WSA, ISA, USSC, many state sign associations and other trade organizations.
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